Whole population, genome-wide mapping of hidden relatedness
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We present GERMLINE, a robust algorithm for identifying segmental sharing indicative of recent common ancestry between pairs of individuals. Unlike methods with comparable objectives, GERMLINE scales linearly with the number of samples, enabling analysis of whole-genome data in large cohorts. Our approach is based on a dictionary of haplotypes that is used to efficiently discover short exact matches between individuals. We then expand these matches using dynamic programming to identify long, nearly identical segmental sharing that is indicative of relatedness. We use GERMLINE to comprehensively survey hidden relatedness both in the HapMap as well as in a densely typed island population of 3000 individuals. We verify that GERMLINE is in concordance with other methods when they can process the data, and also facilitates analysis of larger scale studies. We bolster these results by demonstrating novel applications of precise analysis of hidden relatedness for (1) identification and resolution of phasing errors and (2) exposing polymorphic deletions that are otherwise challenging to detect. This finding is supported by concordance of detected deletions with other evidence from independent databases and statistical analyses of fluorescence intensity not used by GERMLINE.

[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org. GERMLINE is freely available at http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~gusev/germline/]

Recently, major advances in mapping complex traits have been made possible by genome-wide association studies in cohorts of purported unrelated individuals. The investigation of such large-scale genotype data brings renewed interest and potentially novel insights to an old question: Are individuals really unrelated and to what extent? While every pair of individuals is descended from the same person if you follow their genealogy infinitely into the past, we are particularly interested in recent common ancestry, occurring during the last few centuries. More specifically, we focus on relatives in the genetic sense, who not only share a recent progenitor, but also co-inherit some of that ancestor’s genome. This portion of the genome is therefore identical by descent (IBD) in one haploid copy shared by contemporary progeny.

IBD between two individuals have been classically quantified (Malécot 1948) following Wright’s inbreeding coefficient (Wright 1921), which prescribes probabilities of these individuals sharing two, one, or zero alleles by descent, averaged across the genome. Yet, such probabilities oversimplify coinheritance from a common ancestor: Even if the average chance of allele copies to be IBD between relatives is low, whenever an allele is co-inherited, a very long genomic segment around it is also likely to be shared. Formally, a pair of diploid kth generation descendents is IBD at a particular locus if the ancestral haplotype is copied and transmitted across 2k meioses. Each meiosis having a 0.5 probability of transmitting a copy, the probability of such a copy being inherited down both lineages is $2^{1-k} \cdot 2^{-k} < 1$% for any $k > 4$ (third cousins or less related). Despite being a low probability event, when it occurs, such sharing would imply a very long segment to be nearly identical across the two samples. Using the same example, segment length is expected to be $d/2k$, where $d$ is the genetic distance, defined as 100 centimorgans (cM). This rate of change in IBD status along a pair of genomes facilitates computing the expected number of IBD segments genome-wide. Table 1 illustrates these statistics for a pair of individuals k generations apart. The practical implication is that even if IBD is rare, when it is present at a segment, the alleles it carries will provide unequivocal evidence for relatedness.

Modern association studies, with individuals by the thousands and marker counts running into the millions, bring forth fresh incentives for quantifying relatedness, alongside new opportunities and technical challenges. In terms of motivation, such studies impel kinship analysis as they hinge on the premise of independent, identically distributed observations of unrelated individuals sampled from the population, an assumption that is violated among related individuals whose alleles along some haploid segments of the genome are IBD. Related individuals bias not only association statistics in the regions of the genome shared between them, but may also taint analysis of population structure that affects results for the entire genome.

The magnitude of current data presents the opportunity to examine shared, inherited segments with more information and
we introduce the hashing approach to identifying whole haplotype segment sharing; then, we extend this algorithm to analyze smaller slices and merge partially matching contiguous slices into long shared segments.

**Results**

Comparison with other methods

To determine the effectiveness of haplotype word matching in phase-known data, GERMLINE was used to identify IBD in the HapMap Phase II phased release. We compare the results with those of the PLINK whole-genome data analysis toolset (Purcell et al. 2007; S. Purcell, PLINK 1.00, http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink/), which can detect extended IBD with the “segmental sharing” runtime option. PLINK uses a hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach to estimate multipoint probabilities of IBD in pairs of individuals based on identity by state (IBS) sharing. We used both real and simulated data to compare accuracy and efficiency of the two algorithms.

We simulated instances of pairwise segmental sharing of varying length, planted on a background of unrelated samples, with realistic genotyping error. The average accuracy rates from both algorithms are presented in Table 2 as evaluated by three figures of merit: (1) Sensitivity—the percentage of the simulated IBD fragment that was detected (in single nucleotide polymorphisms [SNPs]); (2) False positive extension—the fraction of non-IBD markers flanking a true IBD segment that were falsely detected to be IBD, as a percentage of the true shared segment length; (3) False positive (nonflanking)—the remaining number of falsely detected non-IBD markers as a percentage of the true shared segment length. In all instances, GERMLINE has both a higher sensitivity than PLINK and a lower overall false-positive rate. Furthermore, because PLINK discovery depends significantly on allele frequencies in the cohort analyzed (randomly sampled, in this case), a number of the simulations lead to false discovery of completely nonflanking IBD; GERMLINE did not exhibit this behavior.

**Table 2. Sharing concordance between GERMLINE and PLINK (simulated data)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IBD length (Mb)</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>False-positive extension</th>
<th>False-positive nonflanking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GERMLINE</td>
<td>PLINK</td>
<td>GERMLINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>93.7%</td>
<td>71.2%</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>99.3%</td>
<td>72.2%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>99.4%</td>
<td>78.9%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>99.7%</td>
<td>87.0%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>85.2%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)IBD segments were planted onto the background genotype data of Kosrae individuals that are otherwise unrelated according to both methods, with the entire population as the cohort analyzed. A total of 25 pairs of parents were randomly selected from different trios without any 4-Mb-long IBD segment detectable by either of the compared methods. A total of 10 random regions of varying lengths were copied in turn from the untransmitted chromosome 15 haplotype of one parent to its counterpart with 1% simulated difference due to genotyping error. For PLINK, IBD detection was attempted within an analyzed cohort of 50 individuals—required for estimation of allele frequencies. For GERMLINE, no such cohort was needed.

\(^b\)The set of potential pairs of individuals who are unrelated, i.e., do not share a 2.5-CM segment, was too small for this analysis.
Table 3. Runtime comparison between GERMLINE and PLINK on HapMap cohorts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>All SNPs</th>
<th>GERMLINE pruned</th>
<th>PLINK pruned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(hr:min:sec)</td>
<td>(hr:min:sec)</td>
<td>(hr:min:sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEU</td>
<td>2,557,252 00:04:37</td>
<td>10:23:04</td>
<td>72,503 00:22:03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YRI</td>
<td>2,856,346 00:03:49</td>
<td>11:17:27</td>
<td>140,938 00:40:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPT</td>
<td>2,419,983 00:02:58</td>
<td>06:49:45</td>
<td>55,922 00:10:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHB</td>
<td>2,419,983 00:02:55</td>
<td>05:22:02</td>
<td>60,350 00:11:09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum length of segments to be detected set to 1 Mb.

Table 3 shows runtime results for GERMLINE as well as the two comparison implementations using the HapMap cohorts (see Methods, Implementation section). We calculated two sets of results for the segmental sharing option: a default under which every available SNP was processed, and a pruned set that excluded highly linked SNPs as detailed in the PLINK documentation (S. Purcell, PLINK 1.00, http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink/).

Analyzing all SNPs, GERMLINE runs more than 100-fold faster than PLINK. When PLINK is executed on each of the pruned datasets, consisting of 2.3%-4.9% of their respective originals, its run time (pruning time not included) was still slower by a factor of from 3.46 to 10.55.

Examining discovery of shared segments longer than 2.5cM in these HapMap cohorts, Table 4 details the differences in segments found between the two algorithms. We observe high concordance between the methods for long segments, where in populations where trip data is available, the fraction of PLINK-identified segments not reported by GERMLINE is consistent with false-positive rate of HMM analysis. In particular, the three pairs of YRI individuals previously identified as closely related can serve as positive controls, and all displayed >90% concordance between methods. They represent only a small part of the detected set of related pairs: Most of the shared segments involve pairs of remotely related individuals. Without trio data, it appears GERMLINE has only limited power to detect IBD. For segments shorter than 5 cM we observed significantly more segments reported by GERMLINE: We further compare average statistics of detected segments to the results reported by the HapMap Project (Frazer et al. 2007), mirroring the parameters of their analysis by selecting segments over 1 Mb in length with at least 50 SNPs. Table 5 shows that in all populations, GERMLINE identified significantly more segments and maintained a higher total distance spanned at a near perfect IBS rate. This suggests the enrichment of reported segments by GERMLINE to reflect increased sensitivity rather than additional false positives. Furthermore, sensitivity to shorter IBD segments facilitates detection of breaks in IBD matches — breaks that have real biological meaning, as explained below. These effects further reduce the mean and maximum length of detected segments, while increasing accuracy.

Application to whole-genome, whole-population data

We used GERMLINE to detect IBD in SNP array data from 3000 individuals, essentially the entire adult population of the Island of Kosrae, Micronesia (see Methods for dataset description). We first phased the entire population using the Beagle localized haplotype clustering tool (Browning and Browning 2007). We then applied GERMLINE to scan for shared segments over 10 cM in length according to a consensus database (Duffy 2006) of standard genetic maps (Lien et al. 2000; Kong et al. 2004). The available pedigree for the Kosrae samples brings forth multiple pairs of related individuals as positive controls. Simplified to a single summary statistic, the overall fraction of the genome shared by a related pair, their analysis (Fig. 1) provides additional validation for the GERMLINE method, agreeing with theoretical expectation (Table 1) for relatives up to four meioses apart. Distant relationships, however, show more sharing than expected, suggesting a background of hidden relatedness in these descendants of a small, isolated ancestral population.

We further demonstrate the utility of segmental IBD analysis beyond the single statistic of genome-wide sharing. To this end, we compare and resolve relationships that are indiscriminate using genome-wide averages alone. Specifically, we juxtaposed pairs of individuals that are half-siblings (one shared parent) versus those that are related through a complete avuncular relationship. These two relationships are expected to have the same amount of overall sharing statistics in terms of both $\pi$, the genome-wide proportion of IBD, as well as $Z_1$, the overall probability of sharing one allele by IBD. In contrast, avuncular and half-sib pairs are expected to differ in segment length distribution. In accordance with expectation, Figure 2 presents a significant difference between such pairs of Kosraens in the average shared segment length, as identified by GERMLINE. No such difference is observed when comparing $\pi$ and $Z_1$. With these measures alone, one cannot distinguish between avuncular and half-sib individuals, whereas shared segment analysis facilitates resolving these relationships by average segment length as a classifier.

We note that in our attempt to confirm these results on segmental sharing with the PLINK algorithm, it was only able to identify whole-chromosome sharing. With PLINK’s focus at less-related cohorts, this tool may need specific tuning for resolving relatedness in the inbred Kosraean data set. Computationally, PLINK required 556 h to complete analysis of the eight shortest chromosomes, while GERMLINE processed the same data in 40.3 h (30.8 for Beagle phasing and 9.5 for GERMLINE analysis).

Segmental gaps

In identifying IBD on the HapMap data, we discovered a number of long shared segments, which were broken up by short regions (generally <100 SNPs) that contained unusually low IBS, referred to as “gaps.” We suspected these gaps to be indicative of phasing errors or structural variation. We demonstrate that, indeed, IBD gaps come in these two flavors, as manifested by their allelic makeup.

Each individual in the HapMap phased set is considered to have one transmitted (T) and one untransmitted (U) haplotype relative to its child. In regions of high heterozygosity, we identified gaps in which putative IBD switches in an individual from one haplotype to the other and then back at the end of the gap. This

Table 4. Sharing concordance between GERMLINE and PLINK (HapMap cohorts)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Concordant (length)</th>
<th>Concordant (segments)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEU</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YRI</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPT</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHB</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fraction of total PLINK-identified sharing also detected by GERMLINE.
pattern may be explained by phasing inconsistency, which results in incorrectly oriented haplotypes at heterozygous sites, commonly referred to as “switch error” (Lin et al. 2002; Marchini et al. 2006). Table 6 provides an example of three contiguous segments on chromosome 18 between individuals NA06993 and NA07056 (CEU population) with IBS measurements taken for the two pairs of notable haplotypes. In the first region, the two individuals are in nearly complete IBS along their respective T haplotypes. In the subsequent 42 SNP gap, none of the 16 heterozygous positions continue the shared segment; rather, they match the T haplotype of NA06993 with the U haplotype of NA07056. In the remainder of the shared segment, the IBS switches back and forth is consistent with two closely spaced recombination sites during the NA07056 meiosis. However, the genotype data for the trio involving NA06993 reveals all three samples to be heterozygous at these 16 positions, implying that the phasing is completely computational and not constrained by Mendelian relationships; the lack of direct information makes such regions particularly prone to short phasing errors. Searching the two HapMap cohorts with known trio data for gaps in which IBD mismatches were contained to heterozygous sites and phasing was not based on familial information, we identified 58 such regions.

An even more interesting class of gaps is characterized by regions of unusually low heterozygosity, suggestive of structural variation. A region that exhibits loss of heterozygosity may, in fact, represent incorrectly typed hemizygosity resulting from a segmental deletion along the otherwise shared haplotype. Such regions would also feature lower identity rates than expected by IBD, because SNP matching is effectively being counted on the haplotypes alternate to those that are actually IBD. We searched through the HapMap samples for gaps in long segmental sharing, which exhibited this characteristic of loss of heterozygosity as well as a high rate of IBD mismatches. Table 7 documents an example of two such regions between pairs of individuals in the CEU population. In the first region (NA12264 and NA12155), two shared segments >6000 SNPs in length straddle a 44-SNP gap that exhibits loss of heterozygosity and a decrease in IBS. Similarly, the second region (NA12717 and NA11840) contains two shared segments of >5000 SNPs in length straddling a 14-SNP gap that exhibits loss of heterozygosity and nearly complete lack of identity. The large size of shared segments essentially guarantees these regions to be IBD. This assumption, coupled with significant loss of heterozygosity in only one individual of the pair suggests that such gaps are de novo segmental deletions.

To validate these supposed deletions, we searched for overlapping deletion regions in the Database of Genomic Variants (Iafrate et al. 2004), a shared database of structural variation identified in a number of studies, including experimental examination of structural variants in the HapMap cell lines (Redon et al. 2006). Because identification of such gaps by GERMLINE is explicitly dependent on the presence of IBD, we targeted reported gaps in HapMap that overlapped with IBD regions identified by GERMLINE. Table 8 shows these results, split up by the validation source: experimental (Perry et al. 2008) and computational (Pinto et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2007). The “verified gaps” column shows the number of gaps identified by GERMLINE that overlapped with those in the dbGV reference, while the “false negatives” column shows the number of IBD regions that spanned across a reported deletion in the dbGV. We note that IBD can only detect deletions along the one haplotype that is shared; therefore, power to detect a deletion is bounded by 50%. Overall, of the reported deletions present in an IBD region, 42% were picked out by GERMLINE as gaps.

We further explored the discovery of segmental deletions in the Kosraean population data where IBD is more prevalent, and we

---

**Table 5.** Shared segment discovery in HapMap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>CEU</th>
<th>YRI</th>
<th>JPT</th>
<th>CHB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GERMLINE</td>
<td>PLINK</td>
<td>GERMLINE</td>
<td>PLINK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of segments</td>
<td>7120</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>7842</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total distance spanned (Mb)</td>
<td>12,744</td>
<td>2336</td>
<td>15,658</td>
<td>1416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean segment length (Mb)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum segment length (Mb)</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>51.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity by state (IBSa)</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAverage across all shared segment pairs. Not available for HapMap relatedness study.

---

**Figure 1.** Expected and detected genome-wide sharing (Kosrae Cohort). (Blue, ▲) Expected genome-wide sharing; (green, ▼) detected genome-wide sharing.
observe a larger number of gaps. We used a binomial score to rank potential deletions in homozygous gaps based on the number of mismatching SNPs and the rate of mismatch in the flanking shared segments, measured across all shared segments with the suspected gap (see Methods, Gap Likelihood Scoring section). Figure 3 shows an example of such a gap, plotting the normalized fluorescence intensity measures across a 2-Mb region containing the putative deletion. This region clearly coincides with a significant decrease in intensity values, supporting the hypothesis. We attempted to validate the 200 most statistically significant gaps with three means of verification: (1) the Affymetrix Copy Number Analysis Tool (CNAT) (Huang et al. 2004), which processes fluorescence intensity in an HMM-based algorithm to identify blocks of structural variation common to many individuals, (2) examining deviations from the average in normalized fluorescence intensity values, which can help identify deletions that are too short or uncommon for CNAT, and (3) overlap with deletions reported in the Database of Genomic Variants (dbGV). Figure 4 reports validation by these criteria: 21 segments were identified by CNAT, 65 showed significant deviations in intensity (Intensity), and 124 were verified in the dbGV. Focusing specifically on CNAT, we ran a similar concordance analysis to that in Table 8—matching deletions identified by CNAT with GERMLINE IBD regions and gaps and counting unique deletions rather than individual segments. We found that of the CNAT deletions identified in an IBD region, 9% were picked out by GERMLINE as gaps. However, one-third of the SNPs CNAT implicated in deletions did not pass quality control, and 92.7% of the called deletions contained at least one QC-failed SNP, making these deletion calls suspected as false positives, while also hiding these SNPs from GERMLINE analysis of SNPs passing QC.

**Discussion**

We presented GERMLINE, a method for genome-wide discovery of IBD segments shared within large populations. We introduced a linear-time algorithm for identifying short identical genomic “slices” between pairs of individuals, and then extending the boundaries of these slices to discover long shared segments representative of IBD. With efficiency in mind, the program is specifically intended for analyzing large and complex datasets.

A potential limitation of such an exact hashing algorithm can be susceptible to false negatives if GERMLINE fails to find an exact match to use as a seed. Such a scenario would occur if mismatches are distributed evenly in every slice across the match. We have taken steps to alleviate this limitation at the cost of decreased efficiency by implementing an optional feature of a sliding overlapping window; however, the accuracy increase was slight (data not shown) and was not used to obtain the results presented in this study. Overall, simulated experiments showed GERMLINE to accurately detect IBD with a realistic error rate, even for segments as short as 5 Mb. Additional limitations of GERMLINE presently include the use of user-defined, constant thresholds for word length and mismatch rate, rather than a model-based approach that may be even more robust.

Real data established the stability and accuracy of GERMLINE in the trio-based populations of the HapMap, alongside advantages in runtime and scalability. In simulated data, GERMLINE was highly accurate across varying lengths of IBD, particularly short segments, and identified few spurious fragments. With real data, the concordance between GERMLINE and another method (PLINK) is reduced for shorted fragments with non-trio data. Nevertheless, overall statistics compared with results of the International HapMap show that GERMLINE consistently finds more segmental sharing while maintaining nearly identical identity by state. In particular, GERMLINE identified a larger number of short, shared segments—a self-described weak point of previous methods (Frazer et al. 2007).

The accuracy and efficiency of GERMLINE on phased data from HapMap motivated IBD analysis of genotype data from the significantly larger and more densely related population of Kosrae, with an exceptional challenge due to extensive inbreeding. Our results mirrored expectations for close relatives, and further resolved relationships with statistically indistinguishable totals of genome-wide sharing by revealing their divergence in the average length of GERMLINE-identified segments.

A novel result of our IBD analysis in various populations was the identification of short “gaps” in long IBD segments. We hypothesized that these gaps were indicative of phasing error or structural variation, and drew support for these conclusions from independent data sets. Specifically, putative phasing errors were consistently found to be unconstrained by Mendelian segregation, thus prone to errors by computational phasing methods. This highlights the potential use of genome-wide, fine IBD structure for phasing, as recently proposed for a per-locus method (Kong et al. 2008). Putative deletions significantly overlapped cataloged deletion variants as well as structural variants discovered in our raw

---

**Table 6. Potential phasing irregularity in HapMap**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region^a</th>
<th>SNPs</th>
<th>Heterozygous SNPs</th>
<th>IBS [T/T]</th>
<th>IBS [T/U]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chr18:44042249–48624309</td>
<td>4912</td>
<td>2069</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>36.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr18:48624918–48669808</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0%^b</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr18:48670200–59773196</td>
<td>11,659</td>
<td>5211</td>
<td>99.6%</td>
<td>38.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aSamples NA06993 and NA07056—CEU population.
^bIdentity by state measured across heterozygous sites. T, Transmitted; U, untransmitted.
Mapping of hidden relatedness

Table 7. Potential deletion regions in HapMap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Homozygous SNPs</th>
<th>IBS SNPs</th>
<th>Length (cM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chr11:63543965-74961563</td>
<td>53.7%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>6950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr1:74964989-75019488</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr1:75020500-80863996</td>
<td>58.4%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>6004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr1:100456035-110007685</td>
<td>50.2%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>5180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr1:110007814-110015547</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr1:110015973-115590284</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
<td>99.7%</td>
<td>5039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CEU sample NA12264.
*CEU sample NA12155.
Average across both involved samples.
*CEU sample NA12177.
*CEU sample NA11840.

Looking ahead, as genotyping data volume continues to increase, hidden relatedness will become ubiquitous. With GERMLINE, we have overcome the computational barrier of pairwise sample analysis and can now scale the analysis linearly with the sample size. Understanding such shared genomic segments has previously been shown to add statistical power to heritable trait analysis (Kumar et al. 2008; Weiss et al. 2008). Recently, IBD has been reported in Icelanders (Kong et al. 2008) based on statistic arguments and pairwise analysis of samples. These features of the report are shared by PLINK’s IBD analysis, and are therefore expected to limit both resolution of segment detection and computational efficiency of genome-wide, population-wide scanning for IBD. Our own implementation of this method demonstrated it would take 48 CPU days to process the Kosrae data. Indeed, Kong et al. (2008) report IBD only for a handful of regions, and focus on course analysis of >10 Mb segments. Such work only increases motivation for a tool like GERMLINE, which allows resolving short segments genome-wide, and scales better with population size.

Table 8. Verification of gaps in HapMap with deletions in the database of genomic variants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Verified gaps</th>
<th>False negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Methods

Haplotype IBD matching

We devise a search for IBD that is based on directly matching portions of haplotypes between individual samples. Such a search is naturally simpler in the hypothetical case when shared segments are identical throughout the entirety of the haplotype considered, allele calls are error free, and the phase of input sequences is known. This simple case facilitates direct matching of haplotypes to one another, and we first present GERMLINE, our methodology for efficient IBD detection, in such a demonstrative scenario (see Detection of IBD Along the Entire Haplotype Copy section, below). Subsequently, we introduce realistic complexities of segment-limited matching (see Identical Matching Across Subsets of H section, below) and data errors (see Genotyping Error section, below). While our implementation includes the handling of unphased data, description is omitted for brevity, as results presented in this manuscript use an existing software tool for phasing (Browning and Browning 2007).

Detection of IBD along the entire haplotype copy

We first consider a search for pairs of haplotypes that are identical throughout the input data, a set of observed haplotypes for n individuals and s SNPs along a genomic segment of interest. Formally, the input is a 2n × s matrix H with rows corresponding to haplotypes and columns to SNPs. The output is a set of pairs of identical rows of H. Haplotype calls are represented by a binary alphabet corresponding to the alleles. A matrix entry H[i,j] is 1 if haplotype i carries the minor allele of SNP j, and 0 otherwise. Each row of H can therefore be regarded as a binary vector. When two haplotypes (i,j) are IBD, the corresponding rows (i,j) will be identical in H. The goal of the algorithm is therefore to accept a matrix H and output a set L of IBD shared segments (i,j). Due to errors and noise that are likely to be present in the input, we distinguish between the observed H and its underlying counterpart, the matrix H_{true} of true haplotypes, without errors or missing data. We defer handling of errors to the Genotyping Error section below, and in this section we define the algorithm using H.

We first identify matches across the s SNPs in matrix H by relying on a dictionary of haplotypes: the set D of size no larger than 2n consisting of nonredundant rows from H. D is implemented as a hash-table data structure with constant-time insertion and lookup: The key is a binary vector of length s, and the value is a set of individual haplotypes having identical rows. Once D is constructed, each pair of rows indexed by the same key in D is a match. The set M(H) of all such matches can be obtained by traversing all keys in D, and all pairs of rows per key as in MATCH (Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1. MATCH(H):

define set M
for h in H do D.INSERT(h → i)
for h in D do
  for i in D(h) do
    for i' ≠ i in D(h) do
      M.add(i,i')
  return M

Identical matching across subsets of H

When considering a large fraction of a chromosome, true IBD may not span all of the available SNPs. Therefore, in a whole-genome or
whole-chromosome context we are interested in detecting partial matches, or pairs of individuals that share a common recent ancestor only along a segment of a chromosome. As such, we establish a defined threshold on the minimum length for an IBD shared segment. The choice of \( L_{\text{IBD}} \) corresponds to the expected segment length for the most distantly related individuals we aim at detecting (see Table 1). Formally, we define the length \( L(i,j) \) of an interval between columns \( j \) and \( j' \) as the genetic distance between the corresponding genes. A pair of haplotypes \((i, i')\) is defined to be sharing a segment in a SNP region \([j \ldots j']\) if their included SNPs are identical and \( L(i,j) \) exceeds \( L_{\text{IBD}} \). The problem is now to find, given \( \mathbf{H} \), a set of quartets \((i, i', j, j')\) such that \((i, j')\) shares the segment \([j \ldots j']\). We now propose a divide and conquer strategy for using MATCH to discover such shared segments. Our goal is to identify pairs of long identical segments that are shorter than the length of \( \mathbf{H} \). We can approximate this by dividing the columns of \( \mathbf{H} \) into equal vertical intervals, or slices, and finding pairs of individuals that match along contiguous slices. We thus distinguish between a haplotype, which is an entire row of \( \mathbf{H} \) and a word that represents the part of a haplotype that intersects a slice of \( \mathbf{H} \). A match between two individuals along several slices can be considered extended if the words of these individuals also match in the succeeding slice, otherwise the match terminates. A shared segment can thus be redefined as belonging to a pair of individuals that extend across several word pairs, and will represent an IBD segment rounded to the nearest slice break.

**Figure 3.** Candidate deletion fluorescence intensity. (Black line) Population average; (open circles) individuals identified as having the deletion; (blue bar at bottom) deletion identified by GERMLINE.

**Figure 4.** Verified candidate deletion regions (top 200). (dbGV) Identified in Database of Genomic Variants; (CNAT) verified by Affymetrix Copy Number Analysis Tool; (Intensity) verified as deviation from population average intensity.

Formally, our algorithm accepts as input \( \mathbf{H} \) and iteratively uses MATCH to generate a set \( \mathbf{M}^' \) of all shared segments in \( \mathbf{H} \). We vertically slice \( \mathbf{H} \) into non-overlapping, equal width submatrices of \( \delta \) columns, with each slice denoted as \( \mathbf{H}_k \). The algorithm is a dynamic program that scans slices along the chromosome and maintains sets of the terminated and extensible matches within the current slice. To avoid redundant conversion from SNPs to slices, we will henceforth refer to a match \((i, j; f, j')\) as \((i, j; m, m')\) such that \( j = m + i \delta \) and \( j' = (m' + 1) \delta - 1 \). At each slice \( k = 0 \rightarrow (s/\delta) - 1 \), we compute independent \( \mathbf{M}_k = \text{MATCH}(\mathbf{H}_k) \), the set of identical matches at \( k \). As detailed in EXTEND (Algorithm 2), we extend complementary matches in neighboring slices by examining \( \mathbf{M}_k \) and generating a corresponding set \( \mathbf{M}^*_k \) that contains all extended matches; naturally, each extended match contains \( m \), the start of the match, in the range of \( 0 \) to \( k-1 \) and \( m' \), the end of the match, equal to \( k \). In the first slice, define \( \mathbf{M}^*_1 = \mathbf{M}_0 \); subsequently, initiate \( \mathbf{M}^*_2 = \mathbf{M}_1 \) and search through all matches \( \mathbf{M}^*_k \) for extendible matches from \( \mathbf{M}^*_{k-1} \). Where they exist, we updated the starting position for matches in slice \( k \) to be that of the match in slice \( k - 1 \). Similarly, terminated matches present in \( \mathbf{M}^*_{k-1} \) but not \( \mathbf{M}_k \) are either discarded or added as IBD to \( \mathbf{M}^* \), depending on their length. Upon completing the final iteration, all matches in \( \mathbf{M}^*_{(s/\delta) - 1} \) are discarded or added to \( \mathbf{M}^* \) in the same manner.

**Genotyping error**

Up until this point, we have ignored the effect genotyping errors may have on identifying matches. While modern genotyping platforms achieve accuracy levels >99% (Prymter et al. 2006), across many slices the chance of an error becomes non-negligible, even in a single sample. Across thousands of samples and along densely typed, complete chromosomes, the presence of errors approaches certainty. For IBD matching, random errors are unlikely to produce false positives. We are, however concerned about error-induced false negatives. Intuitively, a true IBD match would be present in several consecutive slices and may be detected by matching in any of them. Assuming random, uniform, and independent error rate \( \varepsilon \) per SNP, the number of mismatching allele calls between a pair of IBD haplotype intervals of length \( \delta \) SNPs is Poisson distributed with parameter \( \lambda = 2\delta \varepsilon \). Across an IBD segment of length \( s_{\text{IBD}} \) SNPs [where \( L(s_{\text{IBD}}) = L_{\text{IBD}} \)], the expected number of matching slices can be modeled as

\[
E(N_{\text{IBD}}) = \left[ \frac{s_{\text{IBD}}}{\delta} \right] e^{-2\delta \varepsilon}
\]

and typically being flanked by nearly identical segments. Specifically, the chance of these words to be identical is \((1 - \varepsilon)^s\), with the length of a complete observed match in an IBD region thus geometrically distributed.

**Nearly identical matching**

In practice, with \( \delta \) such that \( E(N_{\text{IBD}}) > 1 \), long IBD segments will likely have identical matches therein. The entire segment is identified by merging nearly identical flanking matches, \( \varepsilon \) determines the allowed mismatches in otherwise identical intervals. Specifically, conservatively assuming \( \varepsilon = 0.01 \); \( L_{\text{IBD}} = 2,000 \) SNPs; \( \delta = 100 \) SNPs; \( E(N_{\text{IBD}}) = 2.7 \), allowing one mismatching bit/slice. The haplotypes corresponding to such slices are defined as being
nearly identical. In MERGE-PARTIAL (Algorithm 3), we modify EXTEND to detect nearly identical matches by post-processing \( L' \) to include nearly identical matches.

All of the modules integrate into a complete procedure with input matrix \( H \) and output set \( L \) of all contiguous identical or nearly identical matches in \( H \), based on predefined length and mismatch thresholds. As described in Algorithm 4, \( H \) is divided into slices that are analyzed sequentially by MATCH, MERGE, and MERGE-PARTIAL. Unextendable matches from previous slices are discarded or output as \( L' \). This procedure deals also with missing data.

Algorithm complexity

Computationally, the algorithm has a significant gap between worst-case and typical scenarios. Specifically, the time complexity is highly dependent on expected number of matches, which is determined by the underlying population structure. In general, if the average number of matches per word is \( m \), the complete computation requires \( O(sn) \) to attempt extension on all matches. In the worst case, where \( L \) is formed by the Cartesian square of the \( 2n \) haplotypes, \( m = 4n^2 \) and GERMLINE is comparable to pairwise exhaustive search. In practice, if we make a naive assumption of independence of sites, the expected number of matches occurring at a slice at random is

\[
\left( \binom{n}{2} \right) (p^2_1 + q^2_1) \binom{f_1}{2} \frac{f_1}{2} \sum_{i=0}^{f_1} f(i)^2.
\]

where \( p_i \) and \( q_i \) are the allele frequencies. A more realistic assumption would acknowledge local LD within each segment. If we denote a set of population haplotype frequencies \( f \) of size \( f_{\text{SNP}} \), the expected number of matches occurring at a word is

\[
\left( \binom{n_{\text{SNP}}}{2} \right) \frac{f_{\text{SNP}}}{2} \sum_{i=0}^{f_{\text{SNP}}} f(i)^2.
\]

Even in large samples sizes, this factor is low enough where overall complexity approaches \( O(sn) \).

Gap likelihood scoring

To prioritize the segmental gaps that were most likely to be representative of a deletion, we developed a scoring function based on the number of mismatching SNPs and levels of homozygosity in the gap. From per-gap data we estimated the probability \( p \) for an independent SNP to have a mismatch. We registered the number of mismatches \( n \) and the total number of SNPs \( k \) occurring in each respective pair showing a particular gap. The binomial distribution term \( \binom{k}{2} p^2 (1 - p)^{k-2} \) is therefore a likelihood score for each gap being due to mismatches consistent with the local rate of errors. Furthermore, a deletion is expected to be typed as completely homozygous, and we filtered the IBD-mismatching set for nearly complete loss of heterozygosity.

Implementation

GERMLINE was implemented in C++ and made available at http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~itsik/Software.htm. All experiments were conducted on a Linux node of 2 \( \times \) 2.4 GHz Xeon CPUs with 2 GB of memory.

Data

Pacific islanders from Kosrae, Federated States of Micronesia

Data included 3000 individuals genotyped for 600,000 SNPs at Affymetrix and Rockefeller University (Shmulewitz et al. 2006; Lowe et al. 2009). Post-QC: we considered 2906 individuals and 429,925 autosomal markers, with partially known pedigrees.

International HapMap Project

HapMap Phase II release 21 phased data (Table 3) was used (The International HapMap Consortium 2005). These 30 trio parent pairs from the CEU and YRI populations, and 45 unrelated individuals from the JPT and CHB populations were originally passed using PHASE (Stephens et al. 2001). An average pair of individuals shares \( 0.5\% \) of their genome through recent IBD (Frazer et al. 2007).

Algorithm 2.

EXTEND(\( M_k \) → \( \Omega, M_k' \)):

let \( M_k' := M_k \)

for \( m_k \) in \( M_k \) do

\( i := m_k \) INDIVIDUAL[1]

\( i' := m_k \) INDIVIDUAL[2]

if \( M_k - i', CONTAINS(i, i') \)

then

\( m_k := M_k - i'[i, i'] \)

\( m_k \) MATCH-START = \( m_k - 1 \) MATCH-START

\( M_k - 1 \) REMOVE(\( m_k - 1 \))

return \( M_k' \)

Algorithm 3.

EXTEND-PARTIAL(\( M_k \) → \( \Omega, M_k' \)):

given \( d \)

for \( m_k - 1 \) in \( M_k - 1 \) do

\( i := m_k - 1 \) INDIVIDUAL[1]

\( i' := m_k - 1 \) INDIVIDUAL[2]

if DISTANCE(\( H_{i, i'} \) ) \( \leq d \) then

\( m_k - 1 \) MATCH-START = \( m_k - 1 \) MATCH-START

\( M_k - 1 \) REMOVE(\( m_k - 1 \))

\( M_k \) ADD(\( m_k - 1 \))

return \( M_k' \)
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